
1NONLY RELEASES MENACINGLY CATCHY NEW SINGLE “TOOLIE
BEAM” FEATURING POUYA

 
LISTEN HERE

 
MORE MUSIC COMING SOON

DOWNLOAD ART HERE

June 20, 2023 (Los Angeles, CA) – Ready to ignite this summer, emerging artist 1nonly unleashes
a hypnotic, haunting, and hard-hitting new single entitled “TOOLIE BEAM” featuring Pouya today.
Listen HERE via Warner Records.
 
The track synthesizes industrial overtones, thick bass, jarring squeals, and apocalyptic flows into a
future-facing gothic hip-hop dreamscape. 1nonly’s guttural delivery barely cracks a whisper as he
warns, “I’m riding round with this TOOLIE BEAM.” Meanwhile, Miami underground phenomenon
and fellow audio insurgent Pouya rolls through with an equally insidious assist.

About the track, 1nonly shares, “I’ve been telling my fans and family that my music was going to
get more real with each and every drop. I’m committed to that. I’ve spent hundreds of hours in the
studio, with a lot of different producers, and artists, looking for a bigger sound that represents
what I’m capable of as an artist. I’m looking for my tre flip. This is it. I’ve been listening to Pouya
for years, now we have TOOLIE BEAM. Next we’re on the same stage in Miami Rolling Loud. “
  
It lands in the wake of “Split.” The latter has already reeled in 3.5 million Spotify streams and 509K
YouTube views on the visualizer.
 
1nonly has achieved unprecedented success on his own terms. Thus far, he has gathered 1 billion
global streams and counting in addition to averaging over 5.8 million monthly listeners on
Spotify.
 
Next month, he will tear up at the stage at Rolling Loud Miami 2023 on Saturday July 22!
 
This year, he has set the game ablaze with “Split” and "GHOSTKILLA" [with Jasiah]. Last
November, he dropped the Homesick EP highlighted by “Mine” and “Step Back!” alongside New
Zealand rapper-producer SXMPRA. 1nonly built on that momentum by unleashing “Leave.” Earlier
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this spring, he completed his first-ever Spotify Stages tour which saw the rapper bring his frenetic
energy to crowds all over.
 
Stay tuned for more music and surprises from 1nonly.
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ABOUT 1NONLY:
1nonly’s gothic raps are dark, yet glamorous. Every song is a blur of euphoria and violence, a
mosh pit of TikTok generation rap tropes, while he sits at the center, dropping flexes in a
deceptively casual cadence. He’s at peace in the chaos. Born Nathan Fuller in 2004 in Las Vegas,
NV, 1nonly first dove into alt-metal bands like Linkin Park and Breaking Benjamin, later finding
hop-hop as a high schooler through skate culture and the internet. He put out his first music in
2019, recorded on a gaming headset, and immediately found an audience for his hooky, tongue-
in-cheek style. As he immersed himself in recording more, he shifted from bedroom pop to rap
and began honing his sample-heavy sound. Now signed to Warner Records and represented by
Wax Management, 1nonly wants to take his songwriting to the next level, working with
SoundCloud rappers who inspired him, like Xavier Wulf and Night Lovell, and tapping even further
into the romantic darkness he’s cultivated in his music. He’s one of rap’s true punks, making
uniquely gloomy, angsty, and otherworldly songs that just might push the whole genre—multiple
genres, even—forward.

CONNECT WITH 1NONLY
Instagram | Twitter | TikTok
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Yash Zadeh | Warner Records
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